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ASEAN establishment of,
–

intellectual property rights, WTO+
commitments and ASEAN
PTAs and, –

international agreements
ASEAN external instruments
and, –

ASEAN indicators of collectivity
and, –

contracting-party status of
ASEAN and, –

external instruments of ASEAN
and, –

indicators of legal quality in,
–

quantitative and content-based
analysis of, 

International Civil Aviation
Organization, –

International Court of Justice (ICJ)
Qatar v. Bahrain ruling, –
Reparations case and, –

international institutional law,
ASEAN treaty-making powers
and, –

International Labour Organization
(ILO)

partnership and co-operative
instruments and, –

as treaty partner, –
international organisations
ASEAN status as, –
inventory of instruments with,
–

partnership and co-operation
instruments and, –,
–, –

as treaty partners, –
international relations research,

external instruments of
ASEAN and, –

international responsibility
ASEAN legal ambiguity and,
–

external ASEAN instruments
and, –

international terrorism
external ASEAN instruments
and, –

treaty partners in instruments
combatting, –
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intraregional economic integration.
See also de jure and de facto
economic integration

analytical eclecticism in external
instruments and, –

deep versus shallow integration
issues, , –

great-powers rivalry and, –
hedging strategies and, –
heterogeneity and proximity in
East Asia and, –

liberal views of external
instruments and, –

preferential trade agreements
and, –

intraregional trade intensity index
ASEAN+  plurilateral PTA
partners, –

ASEAN Free Trade Agreement
and, –

computation of, 
market-driven factors and,
–, 

inventory of ASEAN external
instruments, –, –

investment protection and
liberalisation, WTO-X
commitments and ASEAN
PTAs and, –. See also
foreign direct investment

Japan
analytical eclecticism in external
instruments and, –

ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs
with, –, –, –,
–, –

ASEAN+  agreements and,
–

‘ASEAN collectivity’ and, –
competition policy in
ASEAN+  PTAs with,
–

co-operation instruments and,
–, –

customs reform and, –
de facto versus de jure economic
integration and, –

de jure economic integration
and, –

government procurement
instruments and, 

indicators of collectivity and,
–

intellectual property rights
instruments and, –

intraregional trade intensity and,
–

inventory of instruments with,
–

investment accords with, –
movement of natural persons in
ASEAN+  PTAs and, –

partnership instruments and,
–

services liberalisation in
ASEAN+  PTAs and,
–

SPS/TBT measures and ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

substantive coverage of ASEAN
+  PTAs with, –

trade intensity increase with,
–
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as treaty partner, –
WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs with, –

Joint Declaration for Co-operation
to Combat International
Terrorism, –, 

Joint Declaration of ASEAN and
China on Co-operation in the
Field of Non-traditional
Security Issues (), –,
–

Joint Declaration on ASEAN–
Australia Comprehensive
Partnership (–),


Joint Declaration on the Australia–
ASEAN Comprehensive
Partnership of , –

Joint Declaration on the Canada–
ASEAN Enhanced Partnership
of , –

Joint Declarations
external instruments and, –
on international terrorism, –
inventory of, –
legal personality principle and,
–

legal quality indicators for, –
quantitative and content-based
analysis of, 

Joint Statement on ASEAN–ROK
Co-operation Towards the st
Century, –

Kawai, M., 
Kelley, J., –
Klabbers, J., –

Korea. See Republic of Korea
Kuala Lumpur Declaration, –,

–

labour market, de facto versus de
jure economic integration and,
–

Laos
ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs
and, –

ASEAN FTA (AFTA) and,
–

investment accords in PTAs
with, –

trade intensity and, –
WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs with, –

Laudan, L., –
law of treaties. See treaty law
legal ambiguity pathology, treaty

law and international
responsibility and, –

legal framework. See also
non-legally binding
instruments

analytical eclecticism in external
instruments and, –

ASEAN+  preferential trade
agreements and, –

constructivist view of ASEAN
external instruments and,
–

economic integration and
preferential trade agreements
and, –

enforceability issues, preferential
trade agreements, –
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legal framework (cont.)
executive summary concerning,
–

for external instruments, –,
–, –

great-powers rivalry and Asian
regional integration and,
–

legal quality of external
instruments, –

legal quality of memoranda of
understanding (MOUs),
–

liberal views of external
instruments and benefits of,
–

member states of ASEAN and,
–

partnership and co-operation
agreements, –

legal personality of ASEAN
‘community of interest’ principle
and, –

contracting-party status and,
–

executive summary concerning,
–

external instruments and, –,
–

international identity and, –,
–

international responsibility and,
–

intraregional hedging strategy
and, –

paradoxes of external
instruments and, –

partnership and co-operation
instruments and, –,
–

realist perspective on external
instruments and, –

treaty-making practice and,
–, –, –

legal quality of ASEAN external
instruments, –. See also
non-legally binding
instruments

content and analysis of, –
development of, –
table of indicators of, –

legations, ASEAN indicators of
collectivity and, –

lex posterior, ASEAN external
instruments and, –

lex specialis, ASEAN external
instruments and, –

liberal institutionalism. See also
institutions

external instruments of ASEAN
and, –, –

hedging strategies and, –
market demands, regionalism
and legalisation, –

liberalisation commitments,
WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs and, –

limited depositary functions,
ASEAN instruments and,
–

‘living agreement’ instruments
ASEAN+  PTAs and, 
co-operation provisions of
ASEAN+  PTAs and, –
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policy implications of ASEAN
+  plurilateral PTAs and,
–

Malaysia
ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs
and, –

competition laws in, –,
–

de jure economic integration
and, –

Japan’s free-trade agreements
with, –

SPS/TBT measures and ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

trade intensity and, –, 
trans-Pacific partnership (TPP)
negotiations and, 

WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs with, –

market forces
de facto versus de jure economic
integration and, –

great-powers rivalry and Asian
regional integration and, –

liberal views of external
instruments and, –

Mavroidis, P., –
Medalla, E. M., 
member states of ASEAN
ASEAN as regional architect
and, –

external instruments and, –,
–

hedging strategies of, –
indicators of collectivity and,
–

international responsibility and,
–

intraregional hedging strategy
and, –

inventory of external
instruments by ASEAN party
and member countries, –

legal personality principle and,
–

liberal views of external
instruments and, –

paradoxes of external
instruments for, –

partnership and co-operation
instruments and, –,
–

preferential trade agreements
with, –, –, –,
–

realist perspective on external
instruments and, –

representation and procedural
requirements of external
instruments and, –

trade objectives of, –
as treaty partners, –,
–

memoranda of understanding
(MOUs)

ASEAN indicators of collectivity
and, –

‘ASEANWay’ externalisation
through, –

external instruments and, –
inventory of, –
legal personality principle and,
–
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memoranda of understanding
(cont.)

legal quality assessment of, –,
–

partnership and co-operation
instruments and, –

quantitative and content-based
analysis of, –

Memorandum of Understanding
between ASEAN and the
Government of the People’s
Republic of China on
Co-operation in the Field of
Non-traditional Security
Issues, –, –

Memorandum of Understanding
between ASEAN and the
People’s Republic of China on
Co-operation in Information
and Communications
Technology, –

Memorandum of Understanding
between the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations and
the Government of Australia
on the Second Phase of the
ASEAN Australia
Development Co-operation
Program (AADCP II), 

Memorandum of Understanding
between the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) Secretariat and the
Ministry of Agriculture of the
People’s Republic of China on
Agricultural Co-operation,
–

Memorandum of Understanding
between the Governments of
the Member Countries of the
Association of Southeast Asian
Nations and the Government
of the People’s Republic of
China on Cultural
Co-operation, –

Memorandum of Understanding on
an ASEAN–US Project in
Human Resources
Development, –

Memorandum of Understanding on
Establishing the ASEAN–
China Centre between the
Governments of the Member
States of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) and the Government
of the People’s Republic of
China (), –, –

Mercosur, –, –
Mikic, M., –
mode  services liberalisation,

WTO-X commitments and
ASEAN PTAs and, –

most-favoured-nation (MFN)
treatment

investment accords in ASEAN
PTAs and, –

legal quality of ASEAN external
instruments and, –

movement of natural persons,
WTO-X commitments and
ASEAN PTAs and, –

mufukat, externalisation of ‘ASEAN
Way’ and, –
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multilateralisation
ASEAN tariff policies and,
–

externalisation of ‘ASEANWay’
and, –

intraregional trade intensity and,
–

multinational companies (MNCs),
de facto versus de jure
economic integration and,
–

musyawarah, externalisation of
‘ASEANWay’ and, –

Myanmar
ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs
and, –

ASEAN diplomacy and,
–

ASEAN FTA (AFTA) and,
–

trade intensity and, –
WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs with, –

Narine, S., 
neofunctionalism, ASEAN external

instruments and, –
New Zealand
ASEAN+  PTAs with, –,
–, –, –

competition policy in ASEAN
+  PTA and, –

co-operation provisions of
ASEAN+  PTA, –,
–

customs reform and ASEAN+ 
PTA, –

external instruments of ASEAN
and, –

intellectual property rights in
instruments with, –

inventory of instruments with,
–

investment accords in ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

movement of natural persons in
ASEAN+  PTAs, –

partnership instruments and,
–

services liberalisation in ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

SPS/TBT measures and ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

trade intensity with ASEAN
+  group, , 

non-agricultural market access,
WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs, 

non-ASEAN partner states
de jure economic integration
and, –

indicators of collectivity and,
–, –

non-interference principle, realist
perspective on external
instruments and, –

non-legally binding instruments
‘ASEANWay’ and, –,
–

external ASEAN instruments as,
–

paradoxes of, –
partnership and co-operation
instruments, –
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non-legally binding instruments
(cont.)

quantitative and content-based
analysis of, –

regional debate over ASEAN
instruments and, –

treaty law and paradox of,
–

norms, constructivist view of
ASEAN external instruments
and, –

North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA)

ASEAN+  trade intensity
comparison, –

East Asian response to, –
intraregional trade intensity in,


investment accords in ASEAN
PTAs and, –

nuclear weapons, external ASEAN
instruments and, –

offshore manufacturing, de facto
versus de jure economic
integration and, –

‘omni-enmeshment’ strategy,
external instruments of
ASEAN and, –, –

‘open’ regional architecture
ASEAN Charter provision for,
, –

hedging strategies and, –
summary of, –

pacta sunt servanda principle,
–

parties to ASEAN external
instruments, categorisation of,
–

partnership instruments of ASEAN,
–

ASEAN Charter provisions and,
–

ASEAN identity and, –
categorisation of, –
characteristics of, –
content analysis of, –,
–

future issues concerning, –
indicators of collectivity and,
–

inventory by partner, –
inventory of, –
regional impact of, –
six dominant partners in, –,
–

structure of, –
treaty partners in, –,
–

typology of, –
People’s Republic of China (PRC)
Air Transport Agreement with,
–, –, –

analytical eclecticism in external
instruments and, –

ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs
with, –, –, –,
–

ASEAN+  process and, –
ASEAN cultural co-operation
with, –

ASEAN indicators of identity
and, –
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ASEAN non-traditional security
agreement with, –, –

co-operation instruments with,
–

customs reform and, –
de facto versus de jure economic
integration and, –

hedging strategies of ASEAN
member states concerning,
–

intellectual property rights in
ASEAN+  PTAs with, –

inventory of instruments with,
–

investment accords in ASEAN
+  PTAs, –

legal personality principle and
ASEAN agreements with, –

partnership and co-operation
instruments of ASEAN and,
–

realist perspective on external
instruments and, –

services liberalisation in ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

SPS/TBT measures and ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

substantive coverage of ASEAN
+  PTAs with, –

trade intensity decline with,
–, –

as treaty partner, –
Permanent Court of International

Justice, –
persuasion, constructivist view of

ASEAN external instruments
and, –

Philippines
ASEAN+  trade intensity and,
–, 

de jure economic integration
and, –

Japan’s free-trade agreements
with, –

movement of natural persons in
ASEAN+  PTAs and, –

SPS/TBT measures and ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs with, –

Plan of Action to Implement the
ASEAN–India Partnership for
Peace, Progress and Shared
Prosperity (–), –

Plans of Action
ASEAN partnership and co-
operation instruments and,
–

inventory of, –
legal personality principle and,
–

legal quality indicators for,
–

quantitative and content-based
analysis of, –

plurilateral preferential trade
agreements. See also ASEAN
+  plurilateral preferential
trade agreements

‘centrality’ of ASEAN and,
–

historical evolution of, –
paradoxes of external
instruments and, –
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plurilateral preferential trade
agreements (cont.)

policy implications of ASEAN
+  plurilateral PTAs and,
–

services liberalisation in ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

political domino effect,
intraregional trade intensity
and, –

political factors
analytical eclecticism in external
instruments and, –

ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs,
–

external instruments and,
–

great-powers rivalry and
Southeast Asian regional
integration and, –

paradoxes of external
instruments and, –

political instruments of ASEAN,
–

categorisation of, –
content analysis of, –
inventory of, –
quantitative and content-based
analysis of, , –

treaty partners in, –,
–

power relations
analytical eclecticism in
ASEAN external instruments,
–

external instruments of ASEAN
and, –

‘omni-enmeshment’ of third
parties, external hedging and,
–

preferential trade agreements
(PTAs). See also ASEAN+ 
plurilateral PTAs; trade policies

‘collectively ASEAN’ label and,
–

de facto versus de jure integration
and, –

de jure economic integration
and, –

East Asian regionalism and,
–

economic instruments of
ASEAN and, –, –

external instruments of ASEAN
and, –

heterogeneity and proximity in
East Asia and, –

historical evolution of, –
intraregional trade intensity and,
–

legal framework for, –
realist perspective on external
instruments and, –

six dominant partners in, –
substantive coverage of, –
summary of, –
WTO+ provisions, –
WTO-X provisions, –

private sector, realist perspective on
external instruments and,
–

production networks, liberal views
of external instruments and
role of, –
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Protocol on Enhanced Dispute
Settlement, 

proximity factors, de jure economic
integration and, –

Qatar v. Bahrain, –
quantitative analysis of ASEAN

external instruments, –

Ravenhill, J., –, –,
–

realist international relations,
external instruments of
ASEAN and, –, –,
–

regional architecture framework
hedging strategy and, –,
–

intraregional economic
integration and, –

summary of, –
Regional Comprehensive Economic

Partnership (RCEP),
preferential trade agreements
and, –, –

Regional Economic Integration
Organisation (REIO), legal
personality principle and,
–

regional hedging strategies, external
instruments of ASEAN and,
–

regional relationships. See also
intraregional economic
integration specific countries

de facto versus de jure integration
and, –

economic instruments of
ASEAN and, –

external instruments of ASEAN
and, –, –, –,
–

liberal views of external
instruments and, –

‘omni-enmeshment’ of third
parties, external hedging and,
–

paradoxes of external
instruments and, –

partnership and co-operation
instruments and, –

preferential trade agreements
and, –

realist perspective on external
instruments and, –

regional architecture strategy
and, –

rent-seeking behaviour, realist
perspective on external
instruments and, –

Reparation for Injuries case, –,
–

Republic of Korea, –
ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs
with, –, –, –

ASEAN+  process and,
–

co-operation provisions of
ASEAN+  PTAs with, –,
–, –

customs reform and ASEAN+ 
PTAs, –

de jure economic integration
and, –
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Republic of Korea (cont.)
externalisation of ‘ASEANWay’
and PTAs with, –

indicators of collective identity
and agreements with, –

intellectual property rights in
ASEAN+  PTAs with, –

intraregional trade intensity and,
–

inventory of instruments with,
–

investment accords in ASEAN
+  PTAs, –

partnership instruments of
ASEAN and, –, –

services liberalisation in ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

SPS/TBT measures and ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

trade intensity and, –
as treaty partner, –
WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs with, –

res inter alios acta principle,
–, –

Revised Treaty of Chaguaramas,
–

rule of law, liberal views of external
instruments and, –

‘rules of organisation’
ASEAN acquis and, –
ASEAN external instruments
and, –

de jure economic integration
and, –

liberal views of external
instruments and, –

Russian Federation
ASEAN cultural co-operation
agreements with, –, –,
–, –, 

ASEAN indicators of collectivity
and agreements with, –

East Asia Summit and, –
external instruments of ASEAN
and, –

partnership and co-operation
instruments and, –

as treaty partner, –

Sapir, A., –
Secretariat of ASEAN
external instruments and power
of, , 

indicators of collective identity
and, –

intraregional hedging strategy
and, –

inventory of external
instruments involving, –

limited depositary functions and,
–

partnership and co-operation
instruments and, –

services liberalisation in ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

Secretary-General of ASEAN and,
–

security instruments of ASEAN,
–, –

categorisation of, –
content analysis of, –
great-powers rivalry and Asian
regional integration and, –
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hedging strategies in, –
inventory of, –
quantitative and content-based
analysis of, , –

treaty-making practice and, –
sensitive list (SL), Common

Effective Preferential Tariff,
–

service sector policies
de jure economic integration
and, –

WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs and
liberalisation of, –

Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO), –,
–

external instruments of ASEAN
and, –

Singapore
ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs
and, –

competition laws in, –,
–

de facto versus de jure economic
integration and, –

de jure economic integration
and, –

Japan’s free-trade agreements
with, –

movement of natural persons in
ASEAN+  PTAs and, –

SPS/TBT measures and ASEAN
+  PTAs and, –

trade intensity and, –
trans-Pacific partnership (TPP)
negotiations and, 

WTO+ commitments and
ASEAN PTAs with, –

‘Singapore issues’ in Doha round
negotiations, 

social process, ASEAN external
instruments as, –

socio-cultural instruments of
ASEAN

categorisation of, –
content analysis of, –
inventory of, –
quantitative and content analysis
of, , –

treaty-making practices, –
soft legal instruments
ASEAN+  plurilateral PTAs
and, –

external instruments and,
–

externalisation of ‘ASEANWay’
and, –

partnership and co-operation
agreements, –, –

political and security
instruments as, –

socio-cultural instruments,
–

summary and analysis of,
–

treaty law and ASEAN legal
ambiguity and, –
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, –, –

Southeast Asian regionalism
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and, –
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SoutheastAsianregionalism(cont.)
hedging strategies in external
instruments and,

South Korea. See Republic of Korea
sovereignty of ASEAN members
external instruments and,
–

hedging strategies for
maintenance of, –

intraregional hedging strategy
and, –

legal personality principle and,
–

realist perspective on external
instruments and, –

SPS measures, WTO+
commitments and ASEAN
PTAs and, –

state norms, realist perspective on
external instruments and,
–

Stockholm Convention on
Persistent Organic Pollutants,
REIO principles and, 

strategic context of external
instruments, realist perspective
and, –

subjectivity
indicators of ASEAN collectivity
and, –

legal personality principle and,
–

supranationality
hedging strategies of ASEAN
states and, –

intraregional hedging as
alternative to, –

realist perspective on external
instruments and, –

regional integration in Southeast
Asia and, –

Table of ASEAN
Treaties/Agreements, ,
–

Taiwan, de facto versus de jure
economic integration and,
–

tariff policies
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tariff and, –

AFTA agreement and,
–

ASEAN+  trade intensity and,
–

Common Effective Preferential
Tariff, –

de facto versus de jure integration
and, –

de jure economic integration
and, –

intraregional trade intensity and,
–

liberalisation by ASEAN+ 
PTAs of, –

liberal views of external
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